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LOCATION

There are thirty-five claims in the group PA 229216 to 

PA 229250. The property is just south of the eastern end of 

Sturgeon Lake and is bordered by Princess Lake to the east 

and Quest Lake to the south east. The area is in the Patricia 

Mining Division.

ACCESSIBILITY

The easiest and fastest route to the property is by flying 
from Ignace, Ontario to the west end of Princess Lake and you 
will be on the edge of the property's east boundary.

LINECUTTING

The property has an eajt west baseline with parallel lines 

cut at, 400 foot intervals perpendicular to the baseline.

There is a total of 31 miles of cut line.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Outcrops were found to be scarce and occurred only spora 

dically over this 32-claim group lying west of the southwest 

portion of Princess Lake. Stamps and glacial overburden 

obscured much of the bedrock and made correlation of outcrop 

exposures difficult at best.

It was found that, in general, the north portion of the 

claim group was underlain by an alternating succession of 

rhyolites and andesites, striking N 48-580 E. Some carbonati 

zation of the altered rhyolites was noted. A small zone of 

syenite, striking N 200 E, was located to the extreme NW of the

outcrop area, and its relation to the rhyolite-andesite was 

uncertain.
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Two 200 foot wide zones of diorite, striking east-west 

were located in the central part of the outcrop area. The 

north contacts were highly sheared andesite and/or rhyolite, 

and some tuffaceous material was found lying north of the con 

tacts, with a possible width of up to 300 feet.

Beaver ponds and swamps obscured bedrock through the 

central portion of the property, east-west. Some tuffs and 

andesites were noted at widely separated locations, and one 

small area of granitic rock was found 900 feet west of the
r1

shore of Princess Lake.'

The rocks at the southern part of the claim group were 

found to be andesites and rhyolites, probably representing an 

alternating succession as found to the north.

Only scattered traces of sulfide mineralization and a 

number of graphitic shear of schistose zones were located to 

account geologically for the economic interest in these claims.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

PURPOSE

To determine whether there is any sulphide mineralization.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration Co., 

Ltd., did the survey under supervision of Peter G. Cooper, 

Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible for the survey.

INSTRUMENT G SENSITIVITY

The Electromagnetic survey ivas carried out using the 

Junior Electromagnetic Unit (J.E.M.). This unit is manufact 

ured by Crone Geophysic's Ltd., for Noranda Exploration Co., 

Ltd., under Patent No. 63156.



Survey data (readings) are obtained by the two man crew 

alternately acting as transmitter 200 feet apart. Each man is 
equipped with a receiver, transmitter coil, amplifier and ear 
phones, all powered by an 18 volt battery. Each coil alter 
nately acts as a receiver and transmitter, the latter having a 
output of 5 watts and operates on 1800 Hz and 480 Hz frequen 
cies providing a 2 to 5 null which is used in measuring the 
dip angles measured at each station and added together give 
the resultant. This ^shoot back metho^ helps to eliminate 
effects due to relief and orientation. These readings are 

plotted at chief?s position. When the resultant equlas zero 
no conductivity exists. The plane of the transmitting coil is 
inclined IS0 from the vertical to increase penetration and 
optimize the coupling of the primary electromagnetic fields 
with conductors.

RESULTS 6 DISCUSSION

No. of Readings: .1.463. High Frequency; only 276 dualfrequency, ~~~"~"

The airborne survey shows a whole slew of anomalies-- 
nearly all of which the ground survey picked up.

There is a strong concentration of anomalous trends sit 

uated in the center of the property. Then there are several 

other defined axial trends on the property which may prove 

to be interesting.

A conductor starts abruptly on L 64W at 1975N and runs 

east over to L 56W. The conductor is close to the surface 

giving high positive angles. It is fairly strong with a fre 

quency ratio of around .5. The dip of the conductor is to the 

south.

The parallel conductor to the south ext nds the same 
length; however it is a stronger conductor, with much greater
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positive.angles and the overall trend has a better frequency 
ratio. The dip of this trend is to the north so that the two 
parallel conductors have opposite dips.

Starting at L 52W, 1775N another conductor stretches east 
ward to line 40W. This trend bears some resemblance to the 
first anomaly mentioned which started on L 64W, 1975N. The 
frequency ratio is higher, but the dip is the same.

A conductor parallels the above one from L 52W at 1325N
4 

over to L 44W. This trend has a resemblance to the conductor
starting at L 64W, 1700N. The two conductors have similar 
frequency ratios and their dips are similar.

Though not enough is known about the four conductors 
just discussed, there is a possibility that a north-south 
fault offset what was once two axial trends and separated them 
into the four trends.

A two line conductor was found on L 60W at 875N going 
over to L 52W. The conductor is interesting, though com 

paratively speaking on this property it is not strong and the 
frequency ratios are not high. There is a near vertical dip 
to the rock here.

Another two line conductor starts on L 48W at 1275N and 

goes to L 44W. This is a strong conductor with excellent fre 
quency ratios and the dip is close to the vertical. The anomaly 

is definitely at a greater depth here than those anomalies to 
the north and west.

All the anomalies mentioned so far are good to excellent 
conductors, and they are ali fairly close to the surface. Not 
a great deal more can be said about these conductors other than 

the magnetics will be an important factor when evaluating them.

The remaining conductors to be discussed do not have the 

direct magnetic association.
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On L 48W, 825N there is another strong conductor which 
may extend over to L 36W. Though it is helpful to indicated 
axial trends, it is impossible to conclude in this case that 
it is a continuous axial trend. From L 44W to L 36W the con 

ductor has a south dip and is either weaker or at a greater 
depth.

On L 48W at 2750S a weak conductor sweeps eastward and a 
little to the south. The dip is to the south and the anomaly 
shows its greater strength on L 44W. The low frequency does 

not show the same strength as the high frequency and what we 
may have here is a weak conductor coupled with conductive 
overburden.

An axial trend starting at L 28W, 1750S and continuing 
past L 20W at 2525S follows the course of a creek which flows 
into a beaver pond. Judging from the poor frequency ratio 
and the noisy readings, particularly on L 24W the conductivity 
here is due to the creek.

There is a two line anomaly starting on L 16W, 675S and 

going to 12W, 925S. The anomaly is not strong, it has a 

slight dip to the south, and the trend shows greater conduc 

tivity around L 16W than L 12W.

The last conductor to be mentioned starts on L 12W at 

2275N and goes over to Li4W. The E.M. anomaly here, and the 

dip angles are not high, and there are some noisy readings 

over the anomaly.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time 

as the E.M. with equally qualified personnel using a McPhar 

Fluxgate Magnetometer^.

The same grid was use j with r readings every 100 feet, this 
being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas.



The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E. M. survey.

RESULTS Z D ISCUSSION

No. of Readings; 2618

In the central portion of the property where there is a 

strong concentration of E. M. anomalies there is a direct mag 

netic correlation with these anomalies.

The conductor starting at L 64W, 1975N and running over 

to L 56W has a magnetic variation of several hundred gammas up 

to a thousand gammas. There is definitely iron formations 

several hundred feet to the north of this conductor and the 

anomaly lends itself toward an iron sulphide conductor.

The parallel conductor just to the south is directly 

associated with fairly high magnetic readings such as pyrrhotite 

will give. There are magnetic variations of up to 6000 gammas.

The conductor from L 52W, 1775N going over to L 44W is 

also directly associated with a fairly high magnetic anomaly 

and so is its parallel conductor to the south which starts at 

L 52W, 1325N.

The two line conductor starting at L 60W, 875N is also 

associated with a high magnetic anomaly and is undoubtedly 

more of the same iron sulphide formation which is to the 

north. Another two line conductor from L 48W, 1275N over to 

44W is closely associated with a strong magnetic depression 

with a variation of over 6000 gammas.

The remaining conductors do not have the high magnetics 

associated with them. There is either a slight variation of 

several hundred gammas associated with the conductive axial 

trends such as around L 48W 1025N, or the conductor has no 

magnetic association at all.

Submitted by,

PETER G. COOPER, 
Geophysicist.
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Qua 11 Lake 1-69 PERFORMANCE 8c COVERAGE CREDITS 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

^Township or "A  Sturgeon Lake Area

Type of Electromagnetic Survey ___———
A separate form is required for each type of survey

Chief Line Gutter Jean A l JX___________________ 
or Contractor Val D*or

Name

Address

Party Chief. 3. Willett
Name

253 Lincoln Street.Thunder Bay.Oat.
Address

Consultant. P.O. Cooper
Name

233 Lincoln Street,Thunder Bay,Oat.
Address

COVERING DATES

Line r...ttine Dec, l- Dec. 20, 1969

Jan. 10 ~ Jan. 25, 1970

Office.

Instrument work, geological mapping, sampling etc.

Feb.l - Feb.20, 1970______

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Typ. Crone Junior Electromagnetic
Unit.

Scale Constant or Sensitivity.
Or provide copy oj instrument data /row Manufacturer's brochure.

Radiometric Background Count 

Number of Stations Within Claim Group 

Number of Readings Within Claim Group 

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group- 

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group .

1739

1739

31

20 DAYS 
per claim

D

CREDITS REQUESTED

Geological Survey

Geophysical Survey 0Q

^Geochemical Survey D

DATE November 11, 1970

SIGNED.

40 DAYS Include* 
per claim (Line cutting)

a
rjn Show

Check J

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

BA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

229216{

229218;

229220;

229222;

229224;

229226;

229228;

229230;

229232;

229234;

229236;

229238;

229240;

229242;

229244;

229246;

229248;

229250

TOTAL . . ..

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

l1 ,,

PA

3

229217

229219

229221

229223

229225

229227

229229

229231

229233

229235

229237

229239

229241

229243

229245

229247

229249

5

5..........

J..........

JL........
* 
t

*

9 
t

1...........

L.........

L.........
t t

L.........

*

* 
1

* 
t

*

* 
t

* 
t

Send in duplicate to:
FRED W. MATTHEWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT OF MINES fc 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Performance and coverage credit* do not apply to airborne surveys
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Qua 11 La Ice 1-69 PERFORMANCE fc COVERAGE CREDITS

t

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

Sturgeon Lake Area
;Township or Area

Type of s..rvPy Magnetic Survey
A separate form b required for each type of survey

Chief Line Cutter Jean A lix  .--.——-—..——. 
or Contractor 1 ' Name

Val D*or, P.p.
Address

Party Chief U t tillett
Name

253 Lincoln Street.Thunder Bar.Oat.
Addrest

P.G. COOPST—————————————————.————
Name

253 Lincoln Street,Thunder Bay.Ont.
~ Address

COVERING PATES
*r

Line r..tting uec.l - Oeo. 2 0. 1969 

Field_____Jan.10 - Jan+25. 1970

Office.

Instrument work, geological mapping, tampling etc.

Feb. l - Feb.20. 1970 \_____

1NSTRUMKNT DATA

Make, Model and TyppMcPhar F luxgate Magnetometer

Scale Constant or Sensitivity—————.——^—^..——,—
Or provide copy oj instrument data from Manufacturer"s brochure,

Radiometric Background Count

Number of Stations Within Claim Group

Number of Readings Within Claim Group

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group.

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group .

2618

2616

31

CREDITS REQUESTED 

Geological Survey 

Geophysical Survey 

Geochemical Survey

20 DAYS 
per claim

n
00

n

40 DAYS Includes 
per claim (Line cutting)

D

rjg Show
Check y

November 11, 1970
DATE

SIGNED-

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

O O O O ̂ JL mfc c* ii fc Jl w 2

W f* JT fc X O S

229220;

229222;

229224;

229226;

229228;

2292305

229232;

229234;

229236;

229238;

229240;

229242;

229244;

229246;

229248;

229250

TOTAL

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

35

229217^

229219;

229221;

229223;

229225;

229227}

229229;

229231;

229233;

229233;

229237;

229239;

229241;

229243J

229245;

229247;

229249;

Send in duplicate to:
FRED W. MATTHEWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT OF MINES 8c 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

t
Performance and coverage credit* do not apply to airborne surveys
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
; MIKINO LANDS BRANCH 

; OFFICE OF THE MINING RECORDER

Fred W. Matthews, 
Supervisor, Projects Section, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Whitney Block, 
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Box 669 -
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
Novenber 9, 1970

NOTIFICATION OF RECORDING
OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT!

Date of Recording of Work .......... .9^ober 3.5, 1970

Recorded Holder .......... Noranda Exploration .Co. Ltd..

.King .^.r.^ A?*. 
(address)

Township or Area Quest .Lake .Area

PROJECTS SECTION 
TORONTO

&E6EIVEI
NOV121970

r H

Type of Survey and number of 
Assessment Days Credits per claim

GEOPHYSICAL AirborncO Ground B

Magnetometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . days

Electromagnetic . . . W . . . . . . . days

Radiometric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . days

. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . days

GEOLOGICAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . days

GEOCHEMICAL .. . . . , . . . . . . . . days

SECTION 84(14) . . . . . . . . . . . . . days

NOTICE TO RECORDED HOLDER

G3 Survey reports and maps in 
duplicate must bc submitted to the 
Projects Section, Toronto within 60 
days from the date of recording of 
this work.

(~1 Reports and maps arc being 
forwarded to Projects Section with 
this letter.

#250 a-.ft b
ih

Mining Claims 

Pa-229216-50 Incl.

Mining Recorder.

c.c. Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd. 
1700-44 King St. W. 
Toronto l, Ontario



AREA CODE - 
TELEPHONE -

416 
365-

WHITNEY BLOCK.
QUEEN S PARK.

TORONTO Itt. ONT

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
, ',''/^/'r;,.;':;.:''.vp,MmiNO LANDS BRANCH'. . : -^;v •••., - ; ''"••-- '

February 18th. 1971.

Mri WtA. Buchan^ * 
Mining Recorder, 
Court HouseV 
Sioux Lookout, Ontario*

Re: Our File No. 2.133
Mining Cla im'No. PA. 229216 et al, 
Quest Lake Area  ^——.—^^

Dear Sir:

The Geophysical (Magnetometer and Electromagnetic) 
assessment work credits as listed with my Notice of 
Intent dated February 3rd, 1971 t have been approved 
as of the date above. Please inform the recorded 
holder and so indicate on your records.

Yours very truly,

' iffiyfK -Sw^

Fred W. Matthews, 
Supervisor, 
Projects Section.

c. c. Noranda Exploration Co., Ltd., 
1700 - 44 King Street W. , 
Toronto, Ontario.

c. c* Noranda Exploration Co., Ltd., 
253 Lincoln Street. 
Thunder Bay, Ontario.

c. c. Mr. H. L. King,
Resident Geologist, 
BOB Robertson St.,

FWM/mr
Kenora, Ontario

t.,/ 
. J
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